1. If/is a real function, periodic with period 1, we define
In the whole paper we write J for JJ, mE for the Lebesgue measure of E n [0, 1] , where E <=. U is any measurable set of period 1, and we also use %E for the characteristic function of the set E. Consistent with this, the meaning of X p is £S p [0, 1] . For all real x we have
if/is Riemann-integrable on [0,1]. However, J/exists for all/ e i? 1 and one would wish to extend the validity of (2) . As easy examples show, (cf. [3] , [7] ), (2) does not hold for / e X p in general if p < 2. Moreover, Rudin [4] showed that (2) may fail for all x even for the characteristic function of an open set, and so, to get a reasonable extension, it is natural to weaken (2) to lim (M n f)(x) = f/ fora.a.*,
neS where 5 c N is some "good" increasing subsequence of N. Naturally, for different function classes ^c i f 1 we get different meanings of being good. That is, we introduce the class of ^-good sequences as = {S c N: (3) holds for all / e &}.
In 1934 Jessen [1] , [2] proved that if S has the arithmetic property n k \n k+ i for keN,
then 5 is if'-good, i.e. 5 e ^(i? 1 ). In 1948 Salem [5] proved (3) under certain assumptions on the integral modulus of continuity of / and the lacunarity of the sequences S.
On the other hand Rudin [4] 
2. Clearly if S' cS and S e^) then 5' e * §(&), and the inclusion or omission of finitely many elements can not affect the property 5 e ^( f ) ; that is, it is an asymptotic property of 5. We are going to construct good sequences in a less trivial manner below. To this end we introduce the least common multiple of two sequences 5 and T as a new sequence U defined by
Observe that for sequences built up from two disjoint sets of primes we get the usual multiplication of subsets of N. The reason for considering (8) is that for any / and n . m e N w e have the relation
IfS,Te %SET) then U = [S,T]is also in < §{<T). Proof. Let fe£T, S = (s k ) and T = (tj) be sequences in %3T)
and denote / = / / , 2 = ||/||oo. Using Egorov's theorem, for any fixed £ > 0 we can find a set C, periodic mod 1 and having measure mC > 1 -e such that for any x eC
hold with appropriately chosen K and / depending only on e,f and C. Consider the following finite subset of if":
, there exists a set B with mB = 0 such that if g e % and x $ B then a s *-*°°> M ti g(x)^jg as y^oo.
Hence, for g e % and x $ B there exist K{x) 3= K and J(x)^J such that
M, ig (x)-j <e (/>/(*)),
where of course everything depends on e. Taking (9) into account, for the remainder we can write
where 
since # R \ C e %, x $ B and, for x + (i/tj) e C, (10) applies. Similarly, for k > K(x) and j >J we obtain
Now (15), (16) and (17) prove
and consequently Easy examples show that equality can occur in this proposition, but y can also be any number not exceeding a + /}. As a particular example, the sequence of all integers built up from a given d-element set of primes has Rudin dimension d. This example is similar to Corollary 1 and suggests that all sequences of larger dimension can be built up from sequences of smaller dimension. However, this is not the case. THEOREM 2. There exists a sequence S of dimension 3 which is not a subsequence of the least common multiple of a finite number of sequences of dimension 1.
Proof. We say that a set A has the property Z, if from any / + 1 of its elements one can select three, say a, b, c, such that a \ [b, c] . Next, for a fixed /, we find a set A t of / + 1 elements that has dimension 3 but does not have property Z,.
Let pij, i¥=j, 1 ^ i, j =s / + 1 be a collection of primes such that /?,y = p y , but the ptj are otherwise all distinct. Define m > = riPy.
«. = n/m t .
•J
For different subscripts i,j, k we clearly have

Pi)
consequently the set A t = {n x ,... , n,+i} does not have the Z, property. We show that its dimension is at most 3. Take three elements n h nj,n k . Since a prime p m is missing only from two of the numbers n,, namely from n u and n v , we have p uv \ [n,, n h n k ]; consequently \n i ,n j ,n k \ = n is divisible by any fourth number n z , a property actually somewhat stronger than necessary. Finally, we combine these sets into one by putting A = (J q/A,, where the integers q t are taken so that q t is a multiple of all the numbers in q±A x U .. . U ^/_ J y4 / _ 1 . This union clearly will not have property Z, for any /. We must show that it still has dimension 3.
